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Features
Non-slip, foam-lined 3pp® 
Buddy Loops® are the most 
effective way to secure fingers 
to protect or assist motion for 
jammed or sprained fingers. 

• Easy one-handed loop wrap
• Lined in soft, non-slip foam
• 3 sizes offer a range of support
levels

Description3pp® Buddy Loops®

The adjustable 3pp® Final Flexion 
Wrap™ makes it easy to restore 
end range DIP and PIP  joint 
flexion. Static progressive design 
puts the user in control to  regain 
full finger flexion.

• Easily adjusted for progressive 
restoration of final PIP and DIP 
joint fexion
• Stretch foam lining eliminates 
fingernail pressure 

3pp® Final Flexion WrapTM 

The 3pp® Finger Trapper™ 
provides secure application of 
traction for post-op or dynamic 
splinting. Eliminates the need 
for messy hooks, tape or glue.

• Adjustable tension for a secure 
hold on the finger
• Non-slip foam lining distributes 
pressure over the nail 
• Eyelet for easy attached of
traction line

3pp® Finger TrapperTM
 

1 size fits most

1 size fits most
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To Order from 3-Point Products 
Health Care Providers
888-378-7763  
Mon-Fri 8:30am - 4:30pm EST

service@3pointproducts.com 

Online Ordering
Patients & Consumers
www.ohmyarthritis.com 

Scan Here 

3pp Buddy Loops
What is the difference between the 3 sizes?
 
1/2” is recommended for smaller hands and for use during light activities. Use one or two to secure  
two fingers together.
3/4” is a good all around size and can be trimmed if necessary. Apply two for greater protection. 
1” can be used on large hands and two can be used during sports or heavy duty job tasks.

Can Buddy Loops be used on the 4th and 5th digits?    

Buddy Loops will secure the 4th and 5th digits by angling the loop.

FAQ’s

3pp Final Flexion Wraps (FFW)
How does this wrap work?
 
The FFW applies a static progressive force on the DIP and PIP joints to gradually increase IP   lexion.
Wearer can adjust the wrap to tolerance for optimal results and compliance.

How tight should the FFW be on the finger and how long should it be worn?   

The FFW should be wrapped just tight enough to hold the joints at available end range of  lexion. 
Recommended wearing time is 5 to 10 minutes and force can be adjusted as needed.

3pp Finger Trapper (FT)
What can this wrap be used for?
 
The FT is recommended to replace fingernail hooks and glue or tape to apply finger traction for 
static progressive or dynamic orthoses. 

How long can the FT stay on the finger?
  
While there is no limit on how long it can be worn, it’s suggested it be removed for washing 
and a clean one applied if using it for long-term post-op traction. 
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3pp® Buddy Loops® 

3pp® Final Flexion WrapTM (FFW)

3pp® Finger TrapperTM (FT)

3pp® Buddy Loops® 3pp® Final Flexion WrapTM (FFW) 3pp® Finger TrapperTM (FT)

1/2”(1.27 cm), 3/4”(1.9 cm) & 1”(2.5 cm) 

All widths are 5”(12.7cm) long

Pkg of 5, 25, 50 & 100 

Video
3pointproducts.com/3pp
-buddy-loop-video 

Length 6 3/4” (4.45 cm) 

Width  1 1/4” - 5/8” (3.17 - 1.6 cm)

Pkg of  5 & 25

3pointproducts.com/
finalflexion-video 

Length  3” (7.6 cm) 

Width   3 5/8” (9.2 cm)

Video

Pkg of   5 & 25
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